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Overview
Liquid simulation techniques have become a standard tool in production environments, producing extremely realistic liquid motion in a variety of films, commercials, and video games. Similarly, surface texturing is an essential computer graphics tool, which gives artists additional control over their results by allowing them to stylize surfaces or add detail to low-resolution simulations. For example, an artist could use texturing techniques to add the appearance of foam to a wave, bubbles to beer, or fat globules to soup. Unfortunately, we cannot easily texture liquid surfaces because they have no inherent, temporally consistent parameterization.
In fact, a temporally consistent parameterization is extremely difficult to create for two primary reasons. First, liquid simulations exhibit complex and frequent topological changes. These topological changes result in significant discontinuities in any parameter tracked on the surface. Second, liquid surfaces tend to stretch and compress dramatically over the course of a simulation, so an advected parameterization will also stretch and compress. For these reasons, advected texture coordinates are often unsuitable for texturing liquid surfaces.
In this sketch we present a method for generating textures on animated liquid surfaces. Rather than advecting texture coordinates on the surface, we synthesize a new texture for every frame. We initialize the texture with color values advected from the surface at the previous frame. We then run an optimization procedure which attempts to match the surface texture to an input sample texture and, for temporal coherence, the advected colors.
Methods
We have built our method from three relatively new computer graphics technologies: the ability to track surface properties in liquid simulations, techniques to parameterize overlapping patches of surface, and an optimization-based technique for texture synthesis. By combining these technologies we have developed a new algorithm that generates coherent, undistorted textures on liquid surfaces based on sample textures.
Surface Tracking Any liquid simulation system requires, as a necessary feature, the ability to track the liquid's free surface. While several techniques exist, the semi-Lagrangian contouring method presented by Bargteil et al. [2006] also provides a mapping between liquid surfaces at adjacent timesteps. This mapping allows accurate and efficient tracking of arbitrary surface properties on the actual liquid surface. We make use of this feature to advect colors on the surface through time.
Surface Parameterization To apply any texture to the surface, we must construct some parameterization of the surface. For our optimization-based synthesis method, we create local parameterizations of a set of overlapping patches on the surface. For each patch, the parameterization allows us to map colors on the surface to two-dimensional texture space and vice versa. We based our parameterization technique on the method presented by Sorkine et al. [2002] .
Texture Synthesis Due to discontinuities, surface stretching/compression, or resampling induced blurring of the surface signal, the distorted pattern of colors generated by the semi-Lagrangian mapping may not closely match the original texture pattern. To force the surface colors to more closely match the input sample texture, we employ an optimizationbased texture synthesis method similar to the one presented by Kwatra et al. [2005] . We find this optimization approach particularly appealing. In many parts of the surface that have experienced minimal distortion, the advected colors may quite closely match the sample texture. Consequently, the optimization makes only minor changes in these regions. Additionally, we achieve temporal coherence by initializing the optimization with the advected colors and penalizing poor matches to the advected colors during optimization.
Conclusion
By synthesizing a new texture for every frame, our method overcomes the discontinuities and distortions of an advected parameterization. We avoid discontinuities in the parameterization due to topological changes by building a new parameterization of the surface for each frame. We remove discontinuities in advected colors during the optimization procedure. Similarly, we avoid stretched and compressed parameterizations; because we optimize the surface texture for every frame, it maintains a consistent level of detail throughout the simulation. We ensure temporal coherence by initializing the optimization with the advected colors and including a coherence term in the energy function used during optimization. As a result, our method produces textures with excellent temporal coherence, while still matching the input sample texture.
